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Abstract

The transformation graphG−++ of G is the graph with vertex setV (G) ∪ E(G) in which the
vertexx andy are joined by an edge if one of the following conditions holds: (i)x, y ∈ V (G), and
x andy are not adjacent inG, (ii) x, y ∈ E(G), andx andy are adjacent inG, (iii) one of x andy is
in V (G) and the other is inE(G), and they are incident inG. In this paper, it is shown that for two
graphsG andG′,G−++�G′−++ if and only ifG�G′. Simple necessary and sufficient conditions
are given forG−++ to be planar and hamiltonian, respectively. It is also shown that for a graphG,
the edge-connectivity ofG−++ is equal to its minimum degree. Two related conjectures and some
research problems are presented.
© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

All graphs considered here are finite and simple. Undefined terminology and notations
can be found in[3]. LetG=(V (G),E(G)) be a graph. Theconnectivity(edge-connectivity)
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ofG, denoted by�(G)(�(G)), is defined to be the largest integerk for whichG isk-connected
(k-edge connected). We use�(G) to denote the number of components ofG. For a vertex
v of G, theeccentricityeccG(v) of v is the largest distance betweenv and all the other
vertices ofG, i.e., eccG(v) = max{dG(u, v)|u ∈ V (G)}. Thediameterdiam(G) of G is
max{eccG(v)|v ∈ V (G)}, equivalently, the maximum distance between two vertices ofG.
IG(v) denotes the set of edges incident withv in G, and|IG(v)| is called thedegreedG(v)
of v in G. TheneighborhoodNG(v) of v is the set of all vertices ofG adjacent tov. Since
G is simple,|NG(v)| = dG(v).

Suppose thatV ′ is a nonempty subset ofV (G). We callV ′ an independent setif no
two vertices ofV ′ are adjacent inG whereas aclique if every pair of vertices ofV ′ are
adjacent inG. The subgraphG[V ′] of G inducedby V ′ is a graph withV (G[V ′]) =
V ′ anduv ∈ E(G[V ′]) if and only if uv ∈ E(G). For two disjoint nonempty subsets
S and S′ of V, we denote by[S, S′] the set of edges with one end inS and the other
in S′.

Let G = (V (G),E(G)) andH = (V (H),E(G)) be two graphs. TheunionG ∪ H of
G andH is the graph whose vertex set isV (G) ∪ V (H) and the edge setE(G) ∪ E(H).
Particularly, we denote their union byG+H if they are disjoint, i.e.,V (G) ∩ V (H)= �.
The join G ∨ H of G andH is the graph obtained fromG + H by joining each vertex
of G to each vertex ofH. We callG andH isomorphic, and writeG�H , if there exists
a bijection� : V (G) �→ V (H) with xy ∈ E(G) if and only if �(x)�(y) ∈ E(H) for all
x, y ∈ V (G).

The line graphL(G) of G is the graph whose vertex set isE(G), and in which two
vertices are adjacent if and only if they are adjacent inG. The total graphT (G) of G is
the graph whose vertex set isV (G) ∪ E(G), and in which two vertices are adjacent if and
only if they are adjacent or incident inG. Wu and Meng[7] generalized the concept of total
graph, and introduced some new graphical transformations.

LetG= (V (G),E(G)) be a graph, and�,� be two elements ofV (G) ∪ E(G). We say
that the associativity of� and� is + if they are adjacent or incident inG, otherwise−. Let
xyzbe a 3-permutation of the set{+,−}. We say that� and� correspond to the first term
x (resp. the second termy or the third termz) of xyz if both � and� are inV (G) (resp.
both� and� are inE(G), or one of� and� is in V (G) and the other is inE(G)). The
transformation graphGxyz of G is defined on the vertex setV (G) ∪ E(G). Two vertices�
and� ofGxyz are joined by an edge if and only if their associativity inG is consistent with
the corresponding term ofxyz.

Since there are eight distinct 3-permutations of{+,−}, we obtain eight graphical trans-
formations ofG. It is interesting to see thatG+++ is exactly the total graphT (G) ofG, and
G−−− is the complement ofT (G). Also, for a given graphG, G++− andG−−+, G+−+
andG−+−,G−++ andG+−− are other three pairs of complementary graphs.

One of the classical theorems on line graphs is due toWhitney[6].That is, for any two con-
nected graphsGandG′,L(G)�L(G′) if and only if eitherG�G′, or{G,G′}={K3,K1,3}.
Behzad and Radjavi[2] also showed that for any two graphsG andG′, G+++�G′+++
if and only ifG�G′. Motivated from the above, we prove that for two graphsG andG′,
G−++�G′−++ if and only ifG�G′. In Section 2, it is shown thatG−++ is planar if and
only if �(G)�4, and is hamiltonian if and only if|�(G)|�3. Also, we prove that for any
graphG, the edge-connectivity ofG−++ is equal to its minimum degree.
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2. Eccentricity, connectivity, planarity, and hamiltonity

LetG be a graph withn vertices, andH =G−++. For every vertexv ∈ V (G), dH (v)=
n− 1, and for an edgee = uw ∈ E(G), dH (e)= dG(u)+ dG(w).

Theorem 2.1. LetG be a graph, andH = G−++. TheneccH (v)�2 if v ∈ V (G), and
eccH (e)�3 if e ∈ E(G), andeccH (e)= 3 if and only ifdiam(L(G))�3.

Proof. Let u,w ∈ V (G). If u andw are not adjacent inH, then they are adjacent inG.
Let e = uw. Sinceuew is a path joiningu andw in H, we havedH (u,w) = 2. Assume
u ∈ V (G) ande ∈ E(G). If u andeare not adjacent inH, thenu is not incident withe in
G. Letw be an end vertex ofe in G. If u andw are not adjacent inG, thenuwe is a path
joining u ande in H, sodH (u, e)�2; if u andw are adjacent inG, and lete′ = uw, then
ue′e is a path joiningu ande in H, sodH (u, e)�2 as well. Now assumee, e′ ∈ E(G). If e
ande′ are not adjacent inH, then they have no common end vertex. Letu be an end vertex
of e inG. ThendH (e, e′)�dH (e, u)+dH (u, e)=1+2=3. Note that ifdima (L(G)) �3,
and we takee1, e2 ∈ E(G) with dL(G)(e1, e2)�3, thendH (e1, e2) = 3. Summing up the
argument above, the result follows.�

So,G−++ is connected and diam(G−++)�3 for any graphG (see[7]). It is well-known
that�(G)��(G)�	(G) for any graphG. In [1], Bauer and Tindell showed that�(G+++)=
	(G+++) for any connected graphG. We shall obtain the similar result forG−++. Before
proving it, recall that the subdivision graphS1(G) of G is the graph with the vertex set
V (G) ∪ E(G). Two elementx andy are joined by an edge if and only if one ofx, y is in
V (G) and the other is inE(G), and they are incident inG. So,G−++=(G+L(G))∪S1(G).

Theorem 2.2. LetG be a graph andH =G−++. Then�(H)= 	(H).

Proof. It suffices to show that�(H)�	(H). Let S be a minimum edge-cut ofH. Then
H − S has exactly two components, which are denoted byH1 andH2. First assume that
V (Hi) ∩ V (G) �= �, and letui ∈ V (G) ∩ V (Hi) for i = 1,2. SinceG ∪ S1(G) is a
subdivision of the complete graph onV (G), u1 andu2 are connected by at least|V (G)|−1
vertex-disjoint paths inG ∪ S1(G). Hence|S|� |V (G)| − 1�	(H).

Now we assume that all the vertices ofGare contained in the same component ofH −S.
Without loss of generality, supposeV (G) ⊆ V (H2). Take a vertexe from V (H1), then
e ∈ E(G). Let x, y be the end vertices ofe in G. Thenx, y ∈ V (H2). As we know,NH(e)
can be partitioned into two vertex-disjoint cliques, which containx andy, respectively. We
denote the two cliques byCx andCy . Then|Cx | = dG(x) and |Cy | = dG(y). It follows
thate andx are connected by at leastdG(x) vertex-disjoint paths inH [Cx ∪ {e}], ande
andy are connected by at leastdG(y) vertex-disjoint paths inH [Cy ∪ {e}]. Thus, we have
|S|�dG(x)+ dG(y)�	(H). This completes the proof.�

In general does�(G−++) equal to	(G−++) ? The answer is negative. To see this, letG=
Kn+Km, wheren�3,m�2, andH =G−++. SupposeV (G)={u1, . . . , un, v1, . . . , vm}
such that the subgraphKn of G is induced byV ′ = {u1, . . . , un}. ThenH − V ′ is not
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connected since as vertices ofH, the edges ofKn are not adjacent to anyvi (1� i�m)
in H. This implies that�(H)� |V ′| = n. Note thatdH (v) = n + m − 1 for any vertex
v ∈ V (G) anddH (uiuj ) = dG(ui) + dG(uj ) = 2n − 2 wherei, j = 1,2, . . . , n. Thus
�(H)�n< 	(H)= min{n+m− 1,2n− 2} sincen�3 andm�2.

Theorem 2.3. For a graphG,G−++ is planar if and only if|V (G)|�4.

Proof. It is easy to check thatG−++ is planar for every graphGwith |V (G)|�4.
Note thatG ∪ S1(G) is a subgraph ofG−++ and is a subdivision of the complete graph

onV (G). If G−++ is planar, then it does not contain the subdivision of a complete subgraph
with 5 vertices by the well-known Kuratowski’s theorem. So|V (G)|�4. �

Theorem 2.4. For a graphG,G−++ is hamiltonian if and only if|V (G)|�3.

Proof. It is obvious that if|V (G)|<3, thenG−++ is not hamiltonian. For the sufficiency,
let G be a graph with|V (G)|�3. If G is empty, thenG−++ is a complete graph, and is
hamiltonian. Now supposeG is not empty, and letM be a maximum matching ofG. LetG′
be the complete graph onV (G). ThenG is a spanning subgraph ofG′, and there exists a
Hamilton cycleC′ of G′ containing all the edges ofM. Suppose thate1, e2, . . . , em are all
the edges ofG onC′, thenM ⊆ {e1, e2, . . . , em}. Let ei = uivi for i = 1,2, . . . , m, and
u1, v1, . . . , u2, v2, . . . , um, vm, . . . , u1 are the vertices ofC′ assigned clockwise. Note that
if {e1, . . . , em} =E(G), then we may obtain a Hamilton cycle ofG−++ by replacing each
edgeuivi of C′ by the pathuieivi of length 2 fori = 1, . . . , m.

Otherwise,E(G)\{e1, . . . , em} �= �. SinceM is a maximum matching ofG, each edge
of E(G)\{e1, . . . , em} (denoted byF) is incident with someui or vj for i, j = 1,2, . . . , m
in G. Next we should insert all the edges ofG (as the vertices ofG−++) into C′ to obtain
a Hamilton cycle ofG−++. We do this by replacing each edgeuivi of C′ by a pathPi ,
i=1,2, . . . , m, wherePi is walked along the following vertices:ui , the edges ofF incident
with ui but not incident withvi (any order),ei , the edges ofF incident withvi but not
incident withui (any order),vi . Note that if there is some edgee of F whose two end-
vertices both belonging to{u1, . . . , um, v1, . . . , vm}, we just inserteat the end-vertex first
appeared onC′ and do not inserteat the second one again. Thus we get a Hamilton cycle
of G−++ fromC′. �

3. Isomorphism

For a graphG andv ∈ V (G), we denote the subgraphG[NG(v)] of G byGv for short.
Recall thatIG(v) is the set of edges incident withv in G. Next, we start with a few useful
remarks. LetG be a graph,H =G−++.

Remark 1. For a vertexv ∈ V (G), we have

(1) NH(v) ∩ V (G) �= � if and only if dG(v) �= |V (G)| − 1,
(2) for a componentF of Hv, V (F) ⊆ V (G) if and only if V (F) ∩ V (G) �= �, and
(3) if dG(v)>0, thenH [IG(v)] (�Kd) is a component ofHv, whered = dG(�).
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It follows from the fact thatNH(v)= (V (G)\NG(v)) ∪ IG(v). In particular, ifdG(v)=
|V (G)| − 1, thenNH(v) is a clique, and ifdG(v)= 0,NH(v)= V (G)\{v}.

Remark 2. If e=uw ∈ E(G), thenNH(e) is not a clique ofH, but can be partitioned into
two cliques ofH each containing a vertex ofG. So,�(He)�2, andHe is connected if and
only if u andw have a common neighbor.

Remark 3. LetG andG′ be two graphs withG−++�G′−++, and� be an isomorphism
fromG−++ toG′−++. Forv ∈ V (G), if dG(v)>0 andG− v −NG(v) has an edge, then
�(v) ∈ V (G′).

SinceNG−++(v) cannot be partitioned into two cliques, and neither isNG′−++(�(v)). By
Remark 2,�(v) ∈ V (G′).

Lemma 3.1. LetG be a graph andH = G−++. For a pair of adjacent verticesu andv
of H,NH(u)\{v} =NH(v)\{u} if and only if they are isolated vertices of G.

Proof. If uandv are two isolated vertices ofG, thenNH(u)\{v}=V (G)\{u, v}=NH(v)\
{u}. Next we prove the necessity. Sinceuandv are adjacent inH, if {u, v} ⊆ E(G), thenu=
xy andv= xz inG for some verticesx, y, z ∈ V (G). However,NH(u)\{v} �= NH(v)\{u}
sincey ∈ NH(u)\NH(v). So at least one ofu andv is in V (G). Assume thatu ∈ V (G),
v ∈ E(G), and letv = uw ∈ E(G) wherew ∈ V (G). Obviously,w ∈ NH(v)\NH(u). So
bothu andv are vertices ofV (G), and they are not adjacent inG. If dG(u) �= 0, letebe an
edge incident withu in G, thene ∈ NH(u)\NH(v) sincev is not incident withe in G. So
dG(u)= 0. Similarly, we havedG(v)= 0. This completes the proof.�

Lemma 3.2. For two graphsG andG′, if G−++�G′−++, then |V (G)| = |V (G′)| and
|E(G)| = |E(G′)|.

Proof. Let � be an isomorphism fromG−++ to G′−++. Since |V (G)| + |E(G)| =
|V (G−++)|= |V (G′−++

)|= |V (G′)|+ |E(G′)|, it suffices to show that|V (G)|= |V (G′)|.
LetW = �(V (G)). First assume thatW ∩ V (G′) �= �. Take a vertexv′ fromW ∩ V (G′),
thenv = �−1(v′) ∈ V (G) by the definition ofW. Therefore,|V (G)| − 1 = dG−++(v) =
dG′−++(v′) = |V (G′)| − 1, and|V (G)| = |V (G′)|. Now letW ∩ V (G′) = �. By the def-
inition of G′−++, each element ofW is an edge ofG′, which is adjacent to exactly two
elements ofV (G′) in G′−++.Hence, we have|[W,V (G′)]| = 2|W | = 2|V (G)|. On the
other hand,|[W,V (G′)]| = |[V (G), �−1(V (G′))]| = 2|�−1(V (G′))| = 2|V (G′)|. Thus,
|V (G)| = |V (G′)|. �

Theorem 3.3. For two graphsG andG′,G−++�G′−++ if and only ifG�G′.

Proof. The sufficiency is obvious.
For the necessity, let� be an isomorphism fromG−++ toG′−++, andW=�(V (G)). Then

|W | = |V (G)| = |V (G′)| by Lemma 3.2. SinceG′−++[V (G′)] =G′ andG′−++[W ]�G,
if W = V (G′), we haveG�G′. So we assume thatW\V (G′) �= �.
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Next we see thatG has at most one isolated vertex. Suppose it is not, and letu and
v be two isolated vertices. Letu′ = �(u) andv′ = �(v). Thenu′ andv′ are adjacent in
G′−++ andNG′−++(u′)\{v′} = NG′−++(v′)\{u′} by the isomorphism. By Lemma 3.1,u′
and v′are isolated vertices ofG′, too. ThereforeV (G′) = {u′} ∪ NG′−++(u′), and since
�({u} ∪NG−++(u))= {u′} ∪NG′−++(u′), we haveW = V (G′), a contradiction.

Now choosee′ ∈ V (G′)\W , and lete = �−1(e′). Thene ∈ E(G), and eccG−++(e) =
eccG′−++(e′)�2 by Theorem 2.1. This implies thatGhas at most one nontrivial component.
Let x1, y1 be the two end vertices ofe in G. Thenx1 andy1 are not adjacent inG−++, and
so�(x1) and�(y1) are not adjacent inG′−++.
Claim1.NG(x1) ∩NG(y1)= �.
If NG(x1) ∩ NG(y1) �= �, thenG′−++ ′

e is connected. Since�(x1) and�(y1) are two
neighbors ofe′, and are not adjacent inG′−++,NG′−++(e′) is not a clique, and thus contains
a vertex ofG′. SinceG′−++ ′

e is connected,NG′−++(e′) ⊆ V (G′) by (2) of Remark 1.
Moreover, sincedG′−++(e′)= |V (G′)| − 1,V (G′)= {e′} ∪NG′−++(e′). On the other hand,
sincedG−++(e)= dG(x1)+ dG(y1)=|V (G)|−1, we have|NG(x1)∪NG(y1)|= dG(x1)+
dG(y1) − |NG(x1) ∩ NG(y1)|� |V (G)| − 2. Combining with the fact thatG has at most
one isolated vertex, there exists a vertexz ∈ V (G)\(NG(x1) ∪ NG(y1)) with dG(z)>0.
Sincee ∈ G − z − NG(z), we have�(z) ∈ V (G′) by Remark 3. However,�(z) /∈ {e′} ∪
NG′−++(e′)= V (G′), a contradiction. The claim is true.

Now letNG(x1)\{y1}={y2, . . . , yt } andNG(y1)\{x1}={x2, . . . , xs}. SincedG−++(e)=
dG′−++(e′) = |V (G′)| − 1 and|V (G)| = |V (G′)|, there is the only elementz that is nei-
ther adjacent tox1 nor y1 in G. SoV (G) = {x1, . . . , xs, y1, . . . , yt , z}, andNG−++(e) =
{x1, x1y2, . . . , x1yt } ∪ {y1, x2y1, . . . , xsy1} and�(G−++

e)= 2.
Note that{�(x1), �(y1)} ∩ V (G′) �= �. If �(x1), �(y1) ∈ E(G′), �(x1) and�(y1) must

be adjacent inG′−++ by (3) of Remark 1, a contradiction. So, we consider two cases.
Case1. {�(x1), �(y1)} ⊆ V (G′).
Since {x1, x1y2, . . . , x1yt } and {y1, x2y1, . . . , xsy1} are two cliques ofG−++,

{�(x1), �(x1y2), . . . , �(x1yt )} and {�(y1), �(x2y1), . . . , �(xsy1)} are also two cliques of
G′−++. It follows from e′ ∈ V (G′), {�(x1), �(y1)} ⊆ V (G′), and(2) of Remark 1 that

V (G′)= {e′} ∪ {�(x1), �(x1y2), . . . , �(x1yt )} ∪ {�(y1), �(x2y1), . . . , �(xsy1)}.
SoG′�G−++[{e} ∪ NG−++(e)]�(Ks + Kt) ∨ K1, i.e.,G′�Ks,t + K1. Next we show
G�Ks,t +K1. Since�(z) ∈ E(G′) andG′�Ks,t +K1, we haveG−++

z�G′−++
�(z)�

Ks + Kt . SinceG − z − NG(z) has an edgee, and is not empty, by Remark 3,zmust be
an isolated vertex ofG. ThereforeV (G) = {z} ∪ NG−++(z) andG�(Ks + Kt) ∨ K1. So
G�Ks,t +K1�G′.
Case2. One of�(x1) and�(y1) is in V (G′) and the other is inE(G′).
Without loss of generality, assume�(y1) ∈ V (G′) and�(x1) ∈ E(G′). By (2) of Remark

1, �(x2y1), . . . , �(xsy1) ∈ V (G′) and�(x1y2), . . . , �(x1yt ) ∈ E(G′). By the similar argu-
ment as in the proof of Claim 1, we haveNG(xi)∩NG(y1)=� for i=2, . . . , s. Combining
with NG(y1)= {x1, x2, . . . , xs}, it follows that

{x1, x2, . . . , xs} is an independent set ofG. (∗)

Since�(xiy1) ∈ V (G′), we havedG(xi)= t for i = 2, . . . , s. Indeed, we can see that

NG(xi)= {y1, y2, . . . , yt } for eachi = 1,2, . . . , s. (∗∗)
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For otherwise, there exists anxi with i�2 adjacent toz in G. ThenG − x1 − NG(x1)

is not empty (sincexiz ∈ E(G)). By Remark 3,�(x1) ∈ V (G′), which contradicts to the
assumption�(x1) ∈ E(G′). We consider two subcases.
Subcase2.1.dG(z)>0.
By the discussions above,NG(z) ⊆ {y2, . . . , yt }. Let dG(z)= t − k, wherek�1. With-

out loss of generality, assume thatNG(z)= {yk+1, . . . , yt }. ThenNG−++(z)= {x1, . . . , xs,

y1, . . . , yk, zyk+1, . . . , zyt }, and by Remark 3,�(z) ∈ V (G′). By �(x1) ∈
E(G′) and Remark 1, we haveV (G′) = {e′, �(x2y1), . . . , �(xsy1)} ∪ {�(y1), . . . , �(yk)}
∪ {�(zyk+1), . . . , �(zyt ), �(z)}. One can see that{yk+1, . . . , yt } is also an independent set
of G. Otherwise, letylym ∈ E(G) for somel, m ∈ {k + 1, . . . , t}. Since�(zyl), �(zym) ∈
V (G′), by Remark 1,�(ylym) ∈ V (G′), a contradiction. Now we give a bijection
 :
V (G) �→ V (G′), defined by
(xi)= �(xiy1) for i = 1, . . . , s, 
(z)= �(y1), 
(y1)= �(z),

(yi)= �(yi) for i = 2, . . . , k, and
(yj )= �(zyj ) for j = k + 1, . . . , t. Then it is easy to

check that
 is an isomorphism fromG toG′, and soG�G′.
Subcase2.2.dG(z)= 0.
ThenNG−++(z)={x1, x2, . . . , xs}∪{y1, y2, . . . , yt }, and soNG′−++(�(z))={�(x1), �(x2),

. . . , �(xs)}∪{�(y1), �(y2), . . . , �(yt )}. By (∗) and(∗∗),G′−++[{�(x1), �(x2), . . . , �(x2)}]
is a component ofG′−++

�(z). Hence�(xi) ∈ E(G′) for eachi, by �(x1) ∈ E(G′) and Re-
mark 1. Sincee′ ∈ V (G′), if �(z) ∈ V (G′), then by(2) of Remark 1,�(y2), . . . , �(yt ) ∈
V (G′). ThusV (G′)={�(z), �(y1), �(y2), . . . , �(yt )}∪ {e′, �(x2y1), . . . , �(xsy1)}. We give
a bijection
 : V (G) −→ V (G′), defined by
(xi) = �(xiy1) for i = 1, . . . , s. 
(z) =
�(y1),
(y1)=�(z), and
(yj )=�(yj ) for j = 2, . . . , t . One can check that
 is an isomor-
phism fromG toG′.

Now let�(z) ∈ E(G′). Then by Remark 2,�(G′−++
�(z))�2. On the other hand,(∗∗)

implies that�(G−++
z)�2, and thus�(G′−++

�(z))�2. Hence�(G′−++
�(z)) = 2, and

{�(x1), �(x2), . . . , �(xs)} and {�(y1), �(y2), . . . , �(yt )} are two cliques ofG′−++. Since
W = �(V (G)) = {�(z)} ∪ NG′−++(�(z)), we haveG�G′−++[W ]�(Ks + Kt) ∨ K1,
i.e.,G�Ks,t + K1. Next we shall see thatG′�Ks,t + K1. Since�(z) ∈ E(G′), each
of {�(x1), �(x2), . . . , �(xs)} and{�(y1), �(y2), . . . , �(yt )} contains a vertex ofG′, respec-
tively. By our assumption�(y1) ∈ V (G′), and so assume�(xs) ∈ V (G′)without loss of gen-
erality. SinceNG′−++(�(xs))={�(x1), �(x2), . . . , �(xs−1), �(z)} ∪ {�(xsy1), �(xsy2), . . . ,

�(xsyt )} and �(x1) ∈ E(G′), we have�(xsy1), �(xsy2), . . . , �(xsyt ) ∈ V (G′), and so
V (G′) = {�(xsy1)} ∪ {�(y1), e

′, �(x2y1), . . . , �(xs−1y1)} ∪ {�(xs), �(xsy2), �(xsy3), . . . ,

�(xsyt )}. Hence,G′�(Ks +Kt) ∨K1, andG�G′�Ks,t +K1.
Thus,G�G′ in any case. This completes the proof.�

Theorem 3.4. LetG andG′ be two graphs. ThenG+−−�G′+−− if and only ifG�G′.

Proof. SinceG−++ = G+−− for any graphG, G+−−�G′+−− if and only if G−++�
G′−++. So the result is immediate from Theorem 3.3.�

SinceG+++ andG−−− are also complementary for a graphG, and by the theorem of
Behzad and Radjavi in[2], we haveG−−−�H−−− if and only ifG�H . In view of these
results, we believe that
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Conjecture A. For two graphsG andG′,G++−�G′++− if and only ifG�G′.

Conjecture B. For two graphsG andG′,G+−+�G′+−+ if and only ifG�G′.

4. For further research

Note that for a graphG, its total graphG+++ is connected if and only ifG is connected.
Wu and Meng[7] proved that ifxyz �= + + +,Gxyz is always connected for every graph
G (evenG may not be connected) except for a few cases, and the diameter ofGxyz does
not exceed 3 or 4. It is also interesting to investigate various kinds of properties ofGxyz.
Vizing, independently Behzad, conjectured that�(G+++)��(G)+2 for any simple graph
G. It is known as the total graph conjecture, and is still open, see[5] for its history and
development. Fleischner and Hobbs[4] showed thatG+++ is hamiltonian if and only ifG
contains an EPS-subgraph. So, the investigation of the chromatic number and the existence
for a Hamilton cycle ofGxyz is of special interest.
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